CISO as a Service

CISO as a Service (CaaS) has been crafted to provide organizations in need of security expertise and guidance with access to top-tier security specialists. CaaS is not just one person; it’s a team.

What Are the Benefits of Using Tevora’s CISO as a Service?

**Increased Security Expertise**
You gain access to information security experts whose extensive experience with different industries and business models complements and strengthens your organization’s cybersecurity team.

**Immediate Value**
No time is wasted on lengthy recruitment, onboarding, and training, which allows the ability to add critical CISO support immediately.

**Unbiased Leadership**
Provides an objective assessment of your organization’s security posture.

**Scalable and Adjustable**
Our team can adapt to fluctuations in your need for CaaS, ensuring the right amount of security resources at the right time.

**Cost-Effective**
With a no locked-in commitment to CISO staff salary and benefits, you only pay for what you need.

**Your Trusted Partner**
Tevora can be a trusted partner to help you build and support a world-class cybersecurity program. Whether you need a few technical resources, a senior strategic advisor to interact with your board, or a larger team to help make significant enhancements to your cybersecurity program, we’ve got you covered.

How Tevora’s CaaS Team Strengthens Cybersecurity Programs

**Strategy Assessment**
- Understand the organization's business drivers and strategic direction.
- Clearly define your cybersecurity goals and strategies for the overall program.
- Determine any cyber threats that could impact the company’s direction.
- Identify gaps with any regulatory or compliance requirements and technical control gaps within overall network and infrastructure.
- Choose an industry-standard framework upon which the program will be based.

**Implementation**
- Develop a prioritized, actionable plan to drive inception, maturity, and governance.
- Coordinate with external partners to support compliance.
- Execute the plan with guidance from Tevora provided CaaS resources.

**Measurement**
- Define and measure 60, 90, and 120+ day objectives.
- Establish and track metrics & reporting targets.
- Conduct reoccurring meetings with stakeholders, including the Board.
- Provide ongoing direction for the information security team on general security topics.
Go forward. We’ve got your back.
We live in a digital world, and your customers trust you to keep their information safe. We make it our responsibility to equip you with the information, tools, and guidance you need to stay out of the headlines [and get back to business].

Eyes on the future.
Tevora takes a long-term outlook and proactive approach to every engagement. We combine our technical knowledge with practical business acumen to produce and execute strategies that fortify your organization’s assets and build a foundation for the future.

Audit Standards
Our MBAs and CISSPs can help your organization assess and test against PCI DSS, PA-DSS, SSF, HITRUST, ISO 27001, STAR, SOC I, SOC II, MPAA and more.

Go forward. We’ve got your back.

Tevora offers a full range of services designed to anticipate and meet the changing needs of your enterprise.

Compliance
We assess, audit, and certify compliance across a comprehensive portfolio of cybersecurity standards.

Privacy & Risk
We help you craft strategies to meet the changing demands of privacy regulations and translate cyber risk into rich data to make meaningful business decisions.

Cyber Solutions
We help you plan, implement and integrate cybersecurity products that reduce your risk profile on-prem, mobile and in the cloud.

Penetration Testing
We test your systems, processes, and security with a world class team of certified hackers and security researchers.

Incident Response
We are a team of first responders, threat hunters, and incident containment specialists working with the latest tools and techniques; ready to serve when your business needs it most.

Cloud Security
We ensure you have provable cloud compliance as an output of your migration to the cloud.

Tevora is a specialized management consultancy focused on cyber security, risk, and compliance services. Our combination of collaborative strategic planning and skillful execution make us a trusted partner to some of the most famous brands in the world.

Go forward. We’ve got your back.